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Mumonkan Case 1: Joshu’s puppy

The very first thing Buddhism teaches there is such a thing as a state of perfection. In 
fact Buddhism says every one ‘I am’ self was born in that state of perfection. The state 
of perfection is perfect complete. Why would it have any need to birth anything? Bud-
dhism however teaches that in fact the state of perfection never stops in itself never gets
stuck in itself. Inevitably it will go on to give birth. When Buddhism speaks of the perfect 
state, what exactly is this phrase pointing to?
The ‘I am’ self who experienced the perfect state is born from the perfect state and is the
one who can talk about it. For anyone who had not yet experienced the state of perfec-
tion not only you cannot speak about the state of perfection because you do not know 
about it. You also don’t know what birth is or what death is.
People often give talks about salvation and that makes the listeners very happy. But in 
Buddhism we say that salvation is not possible unless you manifest the wisdom that 
thoroughly knows the state of your origin and also manifest the wisdom that knows how 
you are born from that origin.
As I began to speak about yesterday the teaching of Buddhism says that everyone 
should from their own experience already understand at least that it is the nature of the 
self to both be born and be let to annihilation – both appear and disappear. 
The Enlightened One – the one who we are told founded the teaching called Buddhism 
when asked about the nature of birth answered that when we are born we are born be-
cause we have met up with an activity and he called the activity the activity of being re-
vealed or the activity of light or the birth activity.
If there were not such things as the activities of birth and death then we would not do 
birth and we also would not do death. These two essential forces are opposing each 
other – opposite from each other.
The teaching that acknowledges these two essential opposing forces and stand upon 
the acknowledgement of those is Buddhism.
We don’t have so much time so I can’t tell the entire story from the beginning in all the 
detail. I have to jump around a little bit. But to return to the perfect state another way 
Buddhism describes the two essential opposing forces is to name them tathagata and 
tatha-agata – thus going and thus coming.
And as I have told you so many times before the teaching of Buddhism insists that un-
doubtedly the state in which the plus tathagata going activity is totally experiencing its 
opposite minus activity and simultaneously minus is experiencing plus will appear.
In that state of action when plus and minus are completely experiencing each other 
there is no longer any need to do any activity of experiencing. That is what we mean by 
the perfect state.
When that state of perfection manifests that is when the ‘I am’ self has completely van-
ished and it is only then that the wisdom of salvation - the wisdom of mind appears. In 
Tathagata Zen we also describe this same state of perfection as being the manifestation 
of the activity of true love. When you manifest the perfect self that is also the perfect 
state the perfect condition.
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When the perfect self manifests that means that is has attained perfect salvation or per-
fect liberation. No wonder everyone hopes to manifest true love. Buddhism says that the
desire to manifest true love is completely natural.
The perfect condition in which true love manifest will unfailingly appear and in that state 
of perfection one is saved. In other words one is saved from all suffering and all joy. One
manifests the state in which salvation isn’t needed anymore. 
When you are worried because you are pregnant and you are not married and you don’t 
know what you are going to do when your baby is born.. that’s not the state of perfec-
tion. That kind of situation is a result of imperfect love.
As long as we have as our ideal to manifest perfect true love to manifest the perfect 
state then by the results of our actions we’ll never get ourselves in trouble. This study 
that we do here called Buddhism is a study in which we practice these essential oppos-
ing forces. The practice is based upon the recognition of these two forces. The two 
forces are plus and minus - tathagata and tatha-agata. The state of perfection manifests 
when absolutely all of these two forces are made your content. 
What kind of a thing is the state of perfection?
You have to be able to answer immediately.    
Tathagata Zen teaches that just in this one moment of this one sound PUMMM!.. already
plus and minus are totally one - already the state of perfection has manifested. There-
fore you must come to manifest the wisdom that knows that the moment you hear that 
sound    PUMMM!.. already you have manifested true love –already you are saved - al-
ready you are manifesting the unification of plus and minus.
You must do the kind of Zazen that you are not just superficially listening to these words.
You have to cut a hole in your belly button and you have to place this teaching carefully 
in your belly button and then sit. Place the teaching that salvation arises when all of plus
and all of minus together have become your content.
You folks are modern people and have gone to school and studied math so you should 
know that when plus and minus come together that’s zero. 
Plus totally experiences minus and at that very same time minus is completely experi-
encing plus. That’s the manifestation of zero. From ancient times that has been called 
the manifestation of zero.    Zero means perfection – zero means no-thinking and no no-
thinking. Zero is truly pure - truly free - truly clear.
Another way to understand these to essential opposing forces is to understand the 
tathagata – going activity to be the being – U activity and the tatha-agata - thus coming 
activity to be the Mu - non-being activity. And when those two unify with each other then 
the ‘I am’ is gone . Right now all of you have an ‘I am’ self. But when U and Mu become 
one that ‘I am’ self is gone and true love manifests.
We teach the practice of completely harmonizing plus and minus completely harmoniz-
ing U and Mu that is to say manifesting the activity in which plus becomes minus and mi-
nus becomes plus - in which plus and minus are in complete peace with each other.
That state of the total harmony of plus and minus of the total peace of plus and minus is 
zero. Buddhism takes up the further question ‘What exactly does the zero activity do to 
birth the ‘I am’ self?’ 
I told you the answer endless times in the past but I am just sorry to say that you are not
clear about it so I have to say it again.
When plus and minus meet each other then unfailingly they will manifest the activity of 
coming into perfect peace with each other of totally being in harmony and in tune with 
each other. That means that they have    come to completely experience each other and 
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become one.
However if you think that that state of perfect peace fixates itself Buddhism says that it’s 
utterly incorrect. It never fixates itself.
Buddhism teaches that the state of unification inevitably manifests yet just as inevitably 
that state of oneness will separate. In fact that state of oneness even before it separates
is not fixated. That state of oneness in fact    is an activity in which the two forces totally 
unify and then become distinct from each other unify and face each other over and over 
again before actual separation happens.
The state of zero the manifestation itself is an activity. When we say the state of zero it 
may seem as if we are talking about a fixated condition but in fact the state of zero is an 
activity in which tathagata and tatha-agata unify and face unify and face over and over 
again. It’s alive – not dead.
Because it’s an activity in which plus and minus are continually repetitively unifying with 
each other and being distinct with each other over and over again it is in no way ever fix-
ated.
The state of zero has no separation in it however. It is neither fixated nor does it mani-
fest separation. It’s an activity that has no separation in it.
Rinzai Zen in Japan has fallen in a very corrupt state in which it is taught that the condi-
tion of the origin is an utterly silent static unmoving state. And although it’s true that it’s 
utterly silent beyond silence it is certainly not a static fixated state.
This condition of the source - the origin itself is the zero state and that state of zero is an
activity.
The zero state does the zero activity. The activity of zero is done will-lessly. There is not 
even a hint of will in the zero activity. The moment that there is any will in an action the 
moment an action is at all willful that is no longer the zero activity acting that is an hu-
man being acting in an human world.
The zero activity is the activity of true love therefore please see that true love is an activ-
ity that has no will in it. It is the utterly pure activity where there are no ‘I am’ selves there
are no egos. It is the completely ego-less will-less activity. From this teaching the koan is
born ‘What is the condition of the origin?’
Who is it that grapples with this koan – who is it that hears this problem?
Of course it is a willful human being that does.
If you who are willful human beings have as your goal to manifest the wisdom that 
knows the will-less origin it is utterly necessary to throw away the self, to throw away the
‘I am’ and manifest the will-less origin.
The sort of love that we do when we have an ‘I am’ self in Buddhism is called greedy 
thirsty love - not true love.
Everybody says ‘We can’t live without love’. The problem is that people become infatu-
ated with their own greedy thirsty loves and think that that is true love. But in Buddhism 
we say that if you mistake thirsty selfish love with true love then you are injuring correct 
true love. Be careful! Get it together.
According to Buddhism the source – perfection - the zero activity when true love mani-
fests is a state where there is no ‘I am’. The ‘I am’ is totally gone.
Conversely all you have to do to get rid of your ‘I am’ self is to manifest true love. The 
moment true love manifests your greedy claiming ‘I am’ self is gone.
As long as you have an ‘I am’ as long as you have an ego no matter how you try true 
love will not manifest.
Everyone in fact has experienced states of true love. Yet it’s the nature of human beings 
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it seems to have this incredibly strong tendency to forget true love and get drowned and 
infatuated in our greedy loves. Therefore Buddhism says that human beings are greedy 
creatures that forget about true love.    You’ve been hearing this teishos over and over 
again so eventually one would hope that you would be able to answer your koan. 
What is the perfect self? You should be able to answer at once.
Why is it that you can’t answer? Although you have experienced that true love manifests
- that perfection manifests when the ‘I am’ self is gone you get infatuated with your 
greedy loves and attached to your ‘I am’ selves and then you can’t answer. 
From the very start therefore it is taught to sit Zazen and contemplate the activity of true 
love. The reason why it is taught to do Zazen and contemplate the activity of true love is 
because if you sincerely do this contemplation unfailingly you will come to manifest the 
wisdom that knows that the true love activity is the will-less zero perfect activity. 
There is a koan that says ‘The state of perfection is zero. The state of completion is per-
fect zero. How do you manifest that perfect zero?’ 
This is when you have to actually do it. You have to unhesitatingly demonstrate ‘THIS is 
how I manifest unification’.
Don’t just sit there ‘blablabla-ing’. Zen practice is to demonstrate you experience. What 
happens is that people just imitate some kind of demonstration what they think would be
good. That sucks!
You have to demonstrate your own experience.
If you do a true demonstration then your ‘I am’ self will be gone and true love will mani-
fest. One true nature will manifest.
Tathagata is the existence activity and tatha-agata is the non-existence activity. There-
fore please be clear that the true love activity - the zero activity includes both existence 
and non-existence.
The zero activity - the true love activity when it is said that that activity is neither existing 
nor non-existing it means that both of existence and non-existence together as one are 
its content. 
That is in Buddhism also described as the emptiness activity. The emptiness activity 
means an activity that has no ‘I am’. In Buddhism emptiness is also called ´sunyata. 
When the essential opposing forces of plus and minus are personified then the plus ac-
tivity has a plus self and the minus activity has a minus self. And in the true love activity 
the emptiness activity the zero activity the plus and minus activities are both gone.
Anything that we can call the state of existence or that we can call the state of non-exis-
tence are gone. That is the activity of true love - the zero activity. From the perspective 
of the existence condition the condition of non-existence must look like evil.
Buddhism however further teaches that ‘Who is it that can lead to the state of perfec-
tion?’ 
In fact it’s the minus activity - the non-existent world that leads the existent world to per-
fection.
Who is it that leads the good people to the world of bad people? It’s the bad people, it’s 
the minus activity that leads to the world of minus.
But when the good people get led to the world of the bad people what do you think hap-
pens? Do they become bad people?
No ! They become zero.
We only recognize evil or evil people when we have an ‘I am’ self. When the good ‘I am’ 
selves are totally led to the world of the bad people then they loose their ‘I am’ self. Then
there is no recognition of evil or evil people. Then there is only the zero activity manifest-
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ing.
There’s the good people insisting and attaching on their ‘I am’ self and the bad people 
insisting and attaching to their ‘I am’ self. And they both are looking at each other and 
think ‘grouse, grouse, disgusting, disgusting - I hate them’ 
Then how can they even shake hands with each other? When the good ones do end up 
shaking hands you might think that they are turning bad. But no, they become zero. 
Buddhism conversely teaches that when the bad ones get led only to the world of the 
good ones and they shake hands. What arises has nothing to do with good and evil. 
What arises is the true love activity - the activity of perfection – the zero activity. What 
ends up happening is: we get taught you - you ‘I am’ self - you should be a good person.
You should become a great man. 
And that sort of teaching comes to fixate ourselves. Just look at how you were raised. 
You were raised in terms of good and    evil in terms of a fixated self and then you suffer 
from your ideas of good and evil.
However if you can clearly do the natural principle of the activities of subject and object. 
If you can see that the subject is the minus activity and object is the plus activity and 
manifest the unification of subject and object the ‘I am’ self will disappear and all 
thoughts of good and evil will disappear with it.
Why is it that people can preach peace and wage war at the same time. Buddhism says 
that it’s because they are preaching peace from the point of view of the fixated ‘I am’ that
that preaching of peace leads to war.
Buddhism says that if a religious teaching teaches this religion that ‘I am’ is the greatest 
religion in fact this religion the ‘I am’ avoids all evil and will lead you be a good person 
unfailingly. That kind of teaching will inevitably lead to war. 
When you see all the wars in our world you can see that the reason there are so many 
wars that there are so many people who just say so many wonderful sounding things all 
the time. 
The plus activity is the activity that is making the man. The minus activity is the activity 
that is making the woman. When man and woman become one then zero manifests - 
then no-self true love manifests.
There is no true manifestation of the perfect self other than the manifestation of true 
love.
The teaching of Buddhism says it is the nature of our world to manifest both the material
world and the non-material world.
Somebody made the schedule for this Sesshin and gave me this exact amount of time 
to give this teishos and they even ring the bell to come to stop. So it’s time to stop. I 
have to follow orders.
If I would disobey orders it is if I would make a war.
But the upshot is that again today we didn’t get to the conclusion of the Mu activity – the 
Dharma activity.
We do have tomorrow though. The thing is – even I don’t know what’s going to happen 
tomorrow. I don’t know where I will be able to get. I handhold to continue this talk.
Today we got to the perfect self. Maybe tomorrow we start with the imperfect self. 
But I should really stop here.
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